EXIT GALLERY

Fort Lewis College's Student Art Gallery

ART 176 in the Art Hall is the Exit Gallery, a space for student exhibitions. All single or group exhibitions proposals are considered. Shows are generally scheduled for a two-week time period. Professors may propose a show on behalf of a class or a group of students. To be considered for an exhibition, submit the following:

1. An exhibition proposal including a brief description and 4 examples (print or digital file) of the artwork that will be in the exhibition.
2. List of artwork, including media that will be in the exhibition.
3. A current résumé.
4. An artist's/curator’s statement.

Requirements:
1. Students are responsible for preparing art works for display. The Administrative Assistant in the Art & Design Office will make labels if a list of works (titles, media, artists’ names) is brought to the Art & Design Office a week before the exhibit.
2. Depending on the main gallery schedule, help with installation may be possible if requested ahead of time.
3. Students are responsible for a complete de-installation and gallery freshening, which must take place with 48 hours of the close of the exhibition. This includes repairing (sanding and spackling) and painting the walls, as necessary, to ensure they are restored to an installation ready state.
4. Receptions are welcome, but students must sign a no alcohol agreement.

The Department of Art & Design does not provide insurance for student work and security is not provided in the Exit Gallery.

Contact Andrea Martens or Hillary Raab for more information.

Andrea Martens  
Gallery Director & Lecturer  
Jones 112  
970-382-6925  
martens_a@fortlewis.edu

Hillary Raab  
Administrative Assistant to the Department of Art & Design  
Art Hall 101  
970-247-7167  
raab_h@fortlewis.edu